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Abstract:
An audio-visud system was proposed to improve the htig ability of the h-g impaird, previously. It= make the hearing impaired notice phonemic mes by using vision together with hag.
In the preliti~experiments by a htig impaired person with proto-type hearing aid, it was notd that the information of vistiizd spewh muld mntribute to combine sound images and their undermtig as phonem= [l] . To gen~ize this method for other applimtions, a new type of training system is proposal. The system mnsists of a personal mmputer, audio quipment and CD-ROM which mntains training programs and data. The system providm spemh siguds and visualized speech together for a @ainee, automatidly.
Ml the information for the training are stored in CD-ROM. The word samples, visurdized sp~h= and training programs are preparti for the trainiig.
THE TRAINING SYSTEM AND ITS METHOD
When the hting impaired start to use new type of htig aids or when persons SM to hear sound of sp~for the fust time with the help of a new equipment such as a mchlm implant, there is a need to let hitier understand what the sounds ma.
h those mes a proper training should be prwentd to improve the effectiveness of the aids. This training system intends to let hitier combine sounds and phonemw by himse~~erseti. To acmmplish the purpose, the method for speech visualization is adopted to find phonemic mm for the trainw. This method USM visurd information to understand the speech signals. Sped parameter's extraction, spectrum analysis and processing by ned net works are usd to obtain visualized speech [2] , The system for this training is shown in FIGURE 1. The system structure is very simple, but the information of visurdizd sped m be analyzed by the trainee, and expected to prment new type of helps for them to understand phonemm. The rd-time presentation of visualized speech rquir= a multi-DSP system for speeh parametds exwtion and synthmizing image of sped as a mmbination of mlors and patterns. As for training dl the sample data are prepared befortid and no Spetid hardware is neded.
The sample sounds for the training is mnvertd into visual images and stored in CD-ROM as shown in FIGURE 1. In the system visu~ized speech is praented on the smeen together with SPA sound to their a. After dtiding the objectives of one training, brief study for vistized speech will be carrid out. Vlsutized speech patterns and the &aracters muld be shown on the screen when hdshe listens to the example sounds. Although the vidizd speech a be read with no characters, the titters accelerate the pmctim of rdng the visndized spmch. me mrr~ondence of sounds and vistiized speech are examined by subjective evaluation of the trainee after the explanation.
When the training starts, several groups of training samples will be used. The sounds samples and visuatizd speech with characters are picked up from the database of CD-ROM and prmated to the trainee. This providm the confirmation of rmding of the visutized speech and h~ng rmults. k the training, the visdized speech and chamcta come out to the screen and stops at the center w~e speech sounds are repeated several times for the trainee to study the sounds. h next process, characters will not be displayd on the screen. The trainee tries to grasp the image of the sounds with the help of visualized speech. me visutiized speech is aimed at mmplete representation by which pmple m r=d any word or short sentence Pronounced bv anvone[21. HdShe a-prdict the existence of 'tie phonemm"bas'd o; r'aul@ of reading the visual information, even the sounds still could not be understood in the early part of the training. me trainee m try to grasp the sounds by the hdp of visualized speech. In the very last stage of the training, otiy speech signals are prmented. And the mrr@ answas are checked. K satisfactory restits are obtaind mmparing with the training objectives, one set of training will be ftished.
k me if the smres do not show enough improvement, then training is repatd. The rdts of exTtiments with a single rwonant analysis type of hting aid, which are mnducted with h-g impaired paons, will be discussed in the session.
SUMMARY
To improve the use~ws of hearing aids and other new kinds of aid, such as a coctiear implant, we proposed a training systems based on CD-ROM. More than 2000 words of speech signals, visualized sped and training programs are stord in one CD-ROM. Visudizd sped is prwented to a mlor monitor while the system presenting speech sounds to the trainee. The system rquires no special hardware, but ody a D/A interface to pr=ent speech signals to the trainee. The training system for the a single resonant arudysis type of hearing aid is gendized sucms~ly for other kinds of hdg aids without spmid hardwarw.
